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Fundraising on path
to beat past records

men's basketball | GW 83, Richmond 65

GW routs
Richmond
for A-10
victory

GW still playing catch
up to meet market peers
by chelsea radler
Campus News Editor

by elizabeth traynor
Sports Editor

Senior guard Tony Taylor and
junior guard Lasan Kromah were
both sitting on the bench as the
clock ran out.
They weren’t standing, dejected
on the court as their last-ditch efforts at salvaging a game fell short,
like the demoralizing loss to Harvard Jan. 14. They weren’t silently
watching time close on another
crushing loss. The two were laughing, joking and smiling widely as
they followed their teammates’
progress up and down the court.
Taylor and Kromah were both
sitting on the bench to watch the
Colonials (7-11) close out a commanding 83-65 defeat of Richmond. And it felt great.
“We talked about it in the locker
room, and we wanted to just get back
to having fun. To having fun while
we were playing and we wanted
to just play loose, and coach really
stressed to play loose and not really
worry about anything and just go
play basketball and have some fun
tonight,” Taylor said.
Despite having to sit some of the
first half after getting into foul trouble
early, Taylor put up 21 points, adding five assists. The standout performance of the night, though, belonged
to Kromah, who netted 25 points,
tying his career-high – was also set
against Richmond – grabbing six rebounds, four steals and dishing out
two assists on zero turnovers.
It was a welcome change for
Kromah, who played his best game
of the season after struggling to find
consistent footing as the offensive
powerhouse head coach Mike Lonergan knew he had the potential to be.
Kromah said he’s been working with
GW’s coaches in practice to improve
his shot selection, and they began to
francis rivera | assistant photo editor
fall against the Spiders as he relaxed Top: Senior forward Aaron Ware leaps up to lay the ball in during Wednesday night's
See BASKETBALL: Page 10

game against Richmond. Bottom: Senior guard Tony Taylor, who added 21 points and
five assists on the night, takes the ball around his Spider opponent.

The University is on track to
beat last year’s record fundraising, indicating a trend that GW's
top development administrator
hopes could help double annual
donations in 10 years.
Donations tally $56 million so
far in the 2012 fiscal year, which
began in July. That figure represents a 32-percent jump from this
time last year.
The University’s fundraising goal this year is $119 million
– about 10 percent higher than its
2011 target – Vice President for Development and Alumni Relations
Mike Morsberger said.
Morsberger is optimistic that
GW is “well on [its] way to meeting or exceeding our goal.”
The University topped its last
goal of $100 million when it raked
in a record $113.5 million during
fiscal year 2011, a 21-percent increase over the year before.
“I find that quite encouraging,
especially in a time of continuing
challenges for the U.S. and global
economies,” University President
Steven Knapp said of this year’s
fundraising spike, adding that giving rates are usually higher for the
spring than the fall.
Knapp credited deans, faculty
and the development staff with contributing to the fundraising jump.
In December 2009, Knapp announced that deans would spend
nearly half their time fundraising
– a change from their previously
academic-focused roles. Knapp
was known for increasing dean
involvement in development efforts while provost of Johns Hopkins University.
The University’s double-digit
development growth last year far
outpaced other colleges nationwide that saw development slowdowns with the onset of the recession, according to the 2011 Voluntary Support of Education Survey.
The annual report, released by
the Council for Aid to Education
each February, found that dona-

Donation to create
Churchill archives
by andrea vittorio and
chelsea radler
Campus News Editors
The University announced
Thursday it received an $8 million donation – the largest gift so
far this fiscal year – toward the
creation of the first permanent
home for the archives of a former British prime minister.
The
Chicago-based
Churchill Centre will fund the
first-ever library in the U.S.
dedicated to preserving the
legacy of Winston Churchill,
whose firm leadership carried
Great Britain through World
War II. Over the next three
years, the contribution will
cover the establishment of academic posts and the installation
of rare books and other research
materials in a new center on the
first floor of Gelman Library.
“This makes the University
more of a destination for scholars, students and the general
public,” University President
Steven Knapp said, adding that
the archives would “build on
the strategic advantage” and the
reputation of GW.
Knapp emphasized that students would have the unique
opportunity to study the key
historical figure through research materials and related
events supported by the gift.
Former University President
Stephen Joel Trachtenberg first

Www.Gwhatchet.com

launched talks with the center to
bring the collection to GW.
The donation includes a $2.5
million endowed professorship
in Churchill studies and 20thcentury British history in the
Columbian College of Arts and
Sciences, as well as a $2.5 million endowed curatorship of the
National Churchill Library and
Center. The professorship could
be awarded to an existing faculty member or new hire based
on expertise, Knapp said.
Academic programs in the
Elliott School of International
Affairs, the School of Media
and Public Affairs, the Trachtenberg School of Public Policy
and Public Administration and
the GW Law School will coordinate teachings that highlight
Churchill’s impact on history.
The British statesman shaped
the Allied strategy in the 1940s
alongside former U.S. President
Franklin Roosevelt and the Soviet Union’s leader Joseph Stalin.
During the Cold War, he coined
the term “Iron Curtain” as a descriptor for the Soviet Union’s
clasp on Eastern Europe.
Churchill earned a knighthood in 1953 and received honorary American citizenship a
decade later.
The center will also provide
financial backing for $2 million worth of renovations to the
See CHURCHILL: Page 7

Money raised in first half
of each fiscal year
$56
million
$50 million

$42.4
million

$25 million

2011

2012

SOURCE: office of development and alumni relations

"I find that quite
encouraging, especially
in a time of continuing
challenges for the U.S.
and global economies."
STEVEN KNAPP
University President

tions to higher education rose just
0.5 percent overall at a time when
GW saw a 21-percent jump.
GW’s fundraising success,
Morsberger said, stems from its
heightened reputation, but he
added that the University has
also been playing catch-up with
its peers.
“First and foremost, as an
institution, we were late to this
dance,” Morsberger said, noting
that the University’s development
presence was small compared to
market-basket schools until 10
years ago.
Since that time, University administrators and trustees have prioritized fundraising and formalized
See MONEY: Page 7

Greeks to
sign 10-year
housing
agreements

Judicial infractions could
still terminate leases

by sarah ferris
Campus News Editor

Courtesy of the government of the united kingdom

Gelman Library will house a center for the archives of former British Prime Minister Winston
Churchill, after an $8 million gift. He is shown here giving his famous 'V' for victory sign in 1943.

Greek chapters awarded on-campus housing in this spring’s allotment
process will sign decade-long leases, a
change University administrators hope
will spur organizations to invest more
time and funds into properties.
Current housing agreements, which
were signed in 2009 for three-year leases, will expire this May, and the new
leases will go into effect for the majority of GW’s Greek housing options until
2022. Twenty-three chapters lease space
on campus this year, 14 of which reside
in on-campus townhouses.
The two sorority chapters chosen
to live in Strong Hall will sign the extended leases, but assignments in International House will continue to be
adjusted year-to-year based on chapter
interest. All 14 Greek townhouses will
be leased for the 10-year period.
Tim Miller, director of the Center for
Student Engagement, said the change
in policy seeks to encourage chapters
See GREEK: Page 7
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SnapShot

IN Brief

D.C. police to set up
crime reporting site
The Metropolitan Police Department
plans to roll out a new tool this month that
will allow District residents to report theft and
other non-violent crimes online, in hopes of
streamlining the incident reporting process.
As an alternative to filing paper reports,
users will be able to access the online crimereporting system through the department’s
home page, MPD spokeswoman Gwendolyn
Crump said.
“This new system will allow citizens to
file certain police reports online, rather than
having to call the police and have a police officer respond,” Crump said. “In other sectors
of government, technology is being used to
make filing reports or obtaining information
more efficient and easier.”
Once an online report is logged, the complainant will receive a preliminary report
through e-mail. Officers will review a final
report and send an electronic copy to the individual reporting the incident.
Individuals can still choose to file paper
reports, but MPD will encourage use of the
website, Crump said. Violent crimes cannot be
reported through the online system, because
officers respond to those situations directly for
safety purposes.
“The online tool is not to be used as a substitute for direct police service in emergency
situations,” Crump said.
Though it may take residents time to become familiar with the online option, she said
it will streamline the process for those who
would otherwise call in to make reports.
For nonviolent crimes including theft,
burglary, stolen vehicles and arson, the department received a total of 26,374 reports in 2011,
MPD law enforcement analyst Sean Goodison
said. Police Service Area 207, which includes
GW, saw about 385 of those incidents.
The Boise Police Department in Idaho
has an online crime-reporting tool that asks
users to select specific nonviolent crime
categories, warning multiple times that it
should not be used for emergencies and
that filing a false police report is criminal.
Police in Sacramento, Calif., Seattle, Fairfax
County, Va. and San Diego also offer online
filing systems.

–Samantha Stone

CORRECTION
In “SnapShot,” (p. 2, Jan. 17, 2012)
The Hatchet incorrectly reported that
mascot Big George was pictured in the
photo of the women’s basketball game
Saturday. The newest mascot, George,
was there to root on the crowd.

Francis Rivera | assistant photo editor

Beat Ya Feet Kings, the season four winners of ‘America’s Best Dance Crew,’ perform at halftime during the men’s basketball game against Richmond
Wednesday in the Smith Center. The five dancers, who hail from southeast D.C., sported ‘stomp the spiders’ shirts in support of the Colonials.
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The Colonials took on the Richmond
Spiders at the Smith Center Wednesday.

An inside look at the Mount Vernon
Campus’ new eco-friendly cafe.

Panelists hosted by the GW Law
School debated anti-piracy bills.

january
Thursday

‘Newsmakers on Technology’

19

Bourbon Coffee Presents

Gelman Town Hall

GlobeMed will host a performance
of songs and stand-up for the
Huye Health Clinic in Rwanda.
Entry is $5 at the door.
21 and L streets, NW. • 5 p.m.

Join architects and University administrators for a
conversation about the planned renovations to the second
floor of Gelman Library. Refreshments will be served.
Gelman Library, Rooms 301 and 302
• 6 to 7:30 p.m.

Friday
‘Henry IV’

20

The GW Shakespeare Theatre
Company presents the renowned
historical play. Tickets cost $4.
Dorothy Betts Marvin Theatre
• 7 p.m.

Saturday
Styles for Smiles

21

Operation Smile is hosting a fashion show and
charity auction, featuring gifts donated by Vineyard
Vines, Founding Farmers, Lilly Pulitzer and Veuve
Clicquot champagne. The cost is $12.
Marvin Center Continental Ballroom • 8:30 p.m.
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Student space cut from Marvin plans
by chloe sorvino
Hatchet Reporter

zach krahmer | hatchet photogRAPHER

Sophomore house proctor Tom Rodems speaks to two of his residents,
freshmen Nina Lupan, left, and Maya Ioschpe, right, in Potomac House.

House staff picks
up patrol duties
by sarah ferris and mark foley always been the policy.
If a house staff memHatchet Reporters
House staff will take
on an increasingly supervisory role this semester,
after the University directed its student housing employees to monitor
floors in residential halls
for five hours each week.
The Center for Student
Engagement’s more rigid
guidelines, which start this
week, require the student
employees to set aside at
least five hours making
weekly rounds of the residence halls or floors they
oversee. One of those hours
must be on Thursday, Friday or Saturday nights.
House staff members
are expected to roam
their buildings each week
to maintain open lines
of communication with
residents, for whom they
serve as mentors on matters ranging from academics to personal issues.
Tim Miller, the director
of the CSE and associate
dean of students, said the
weekend check-in duties
seek to monitor activities
in residence halls when
"there’s a lot going on, both
good and bad.” He said he
does not expect house staff
members to be reporting
more incidences of illegal
activities than in the past.
“We’re not suddenly
asking house staff to listen, smell, figure out if
something bad is happening,” Miller said, adding
that a “see-something,
say-something” rule has

ber
notices
underage
drinking, drug use or
other illegal behavior,
they are required to notify
the University Police Department, Miller said. He
added that, for the first
time, the Center for Student Engagement is working to better communicate
its expectations for all
house staff members, but
stressed that responsibilities have not changed.
The revised guidelines
come after a semester
of security crackdowns
in residence halls across
campus. After unlawful
entries to campus buildings led to two arrests this
fall, UPD began stationing
officers at building entrances and cutting back
on patrols inside halls.
When asked if the
stricter policy reflected
the shifting role of UPD
in residence halls, Miller
said, “It’s not disconnected. But we’re not trying to
replace UPD.”
Freshman Kasey Muraszko, a Thurston Hall
resident, said she is concerned the new mandate
will give house staff members a policing rather than
mentoring role.
“I think house proctors
need to be someone you
look up to and not to be
afraid of,” Muraszko said.
Multiple house staff
members declined to comment on the new policy because they were told not to
speak to The Hatchet. u

Student organizations' offices will not be moved to the
Marvin Center’s fifth floor as
part of the building’s larger
reorganization to improve
the student hub.
Student leaders from the
Marvin Center Governing
Board said they will continue to
fight for community space and a
share of the $2 million slated for
the fifth floor project, despite the
University’s decision to leave
the fourth floor offices intact.
Chair of the group, Dylan
Pyne, and Aria Varasteh, who
represents the office-less German Club, will lobby to revamp
part of the fourth floor to meet
the needs of more clubs.
“Just because the University has seemingly given up
on its commitment to creating
collaborative space for student
organizations doesn’t mean we
won’t continue to fight for the
ever-growing needs of all student organizations,” Pyne said.
The proposed plan to create
a community space on the fifth
floor for GW’s more than 400
clubs was both lauded and criticized by students. Many groups
that hold offices on the fourth
floor did not want to lose their
individual spaces, while smaller
office-less organizations praised
the proposal that would create
open spaces for everyone.
The College Republicans,
vocal dissenters in adopting a
community space model, were
pleased to learn they would be
keeping their private offices.
Chris Wassman, public relations chair for the CRs, said the
group's members “utilize office
space constantly, and taking that
away would be detrimental.”

avra bossov | hatchet PHOTOGRAPHER

GW looks to move units such as Career Services and the International Services Office to recently cleared fifth floor
space in the Marvin Center. The University decided that student organizations would remain on the fourth floor.

If the Center for Student
Engagement moves from the
fourth floor to the fifth, Varasteh
and Pyne hope student organizations can lay claim to the vacated space.
GW aims to incorporate
on the fifth floor the soon-to-be
overhauled Career Services, located in Old Main, and the International Services Office, which
is housed in leased space on K
Street. Contenders for the space
also include the Office for Study
Abroad, the Center for Undergraduate Fellowships and Research, Center for Alcohol and
Other Drug Education and the
Center for Civic Engagement
and Public Service.
Chris Deering, a political science professor who was charged
with coordinating the fifth floor
renovation project in early January, noted that a limited number

of departments could fit into the
22,000-square-foot space.
Deering added that the final design for the floor, which
will be fashioned by a stakeholder group and approved by
top administrators in the next
few months, could include
meeting rooms that would be
accessible, but not exclusive, to
student organizations.
The University declined to
provide details on the membership of the group supervising
the Marvin Center project.
The professor said he was
tapped by Senior Vice Provost for Academic Affairs and
Planning Forrest Maltzman to
oversee the project, which was
previously under the direction
of Michael Peller, assistant vice
president for events and venues,
to ensure the project “proceeds
at a reasonable pace.”

Peller faced fire from student leaders last month for
failing to include them in key
talks about the project. He did
not return requests for comment. Senior Vice President of
Student and Academic Support Services Robert Chernak
said Peller “is still very much
involved in the discussions.”
GW announced its efforts
to create a “one-stop shop” for
student services on the Marvin
Center's fifth floor in October,
five months after announcing
the Hippodrome would close.
The centralization of services
will model Colonial Central,
which brought together the
registrar, student accounts
and financial services in the
lower level of the Marvin
Center four years ago.
The project is still expected
to be completed by fall 2012. u

vost for academic affairs for the
campus, said transportation staff
spent the entire first day “monitoring the buses and ridership
and bringing in extra buses to
manage the flow as needed.”
The Vern Express ran every
five minutes from 7 a.m. to 5
p.m. under the old schedule, but
will extend its more frequent
running times until 6 p.m. The
shuttle will not change its latenight or early morning schedule
and continues operating every
15 minutes from 6 to 10 p.m.
The campus is expected to
receive about 300 non-MVC
residents, about 85 more stu-

dents than during the same time
slot last year, for its busiest class
period at 1 p.m. Tuesdays and
Thursdays, she said.
Assistant history professor Christopher Klemek, who
teaches a 35-student lecture
at 1 p.m. Tuesdays, said a
few students arrived late but
none attributed their lateness
to the commute.
“I hope that more students
will consider taking classes [in
Ames Hall],” Klemek said. “Particularly during the mid-day
slots, when commuter traffic on
the roads is so light that the bus
ride over takes just a few min-

utes – less time than walking
from one side of Foggy Bottom
to the other.”
Heller expects the shuttle
will be able to manage the increase in passengers, but recommended that students allot extra
travel time.
Ames Hall, which was
converted from a dining hall to
an academic building over the
last year, will house the largest classes in Vern history in
addition to all of the required
freshman University Writing
courses and more than a dozen
introductory courses geared
toward freshman. u

Extra shuttles offset Vern traffic
by gabrielle marush
Contributing News Editor

The Vern Express added an
extra hour of five-minute interval shuttles Tuesday to ease the
influx of students commuting
for more than two dozen additional courses this semester in
the renovated Ames Hall.
University officials have
been working with International Limousine, the company that
operates the shuttle, to decide
how to meet the demand of 26
extra classes on the Mount Vernon Campus.
Shelly Heller, associate pro-

Opinions

Annu Subramanian
Opinions Editor
asubramanian@gwhatchet.com

Quotable

Doug Cohen
Contributing Editor
dcohen@gwhatchet.com
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"We're not suddenly asking house staff to listen, smell, figure out if something bad is
happening. This has always been the policy... We're not trying to replace UPD."
–Tim Miller, director for the Center for Student Engagement, on new security guidelines for house staff.
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Staff Editorial

A critical oversight
balance for the JEC

by Sara Fischer

As the group that regulates the
Student Association elections each
spring, the Joint Elections Committee plays a critical role in campus
election transparency.
But senior Phil Gardner, the
chair of the JEC, is looking to alter
the role of the election watchdogs.
Rather than stringently investigating minor election rule violations,
Gardner is scaling back the committee’s responsibility from a police force's to a referee's. Instead of
sending out investigators to catch
nitpicky violations, the JEC will
now rely on the public to report
alleged violations for the committee to investigate. The committee
members will instead focus on improving student participation in the
elections, as only about 20 percent
of the student body actually votes.
The Joint Elections Committee
has been criticized in the past for
applying the charter rules to an extreme, and Gardner is right to seek
reform on that issue.
But a move away from actively
seeking out election violations is a
potentially dangerous decision that
could negatively affect the campaigning process. While it is important to rely on the community to
police itself, there must be a strong
presence from the JEC to maintain a
fair and steady electoral process.
We do not trust that each candidate will adhere to election rules
without the presence of the JEC.
It seems too idealistic that most
minor electoral infractions will be
brought to the committee’s attention, so the JEC must continue to
take the lead in demanding fair
play from candidates.
While the committee will still
enforce egregious violations, allowing minor violations to occur and
fester will undoubtedly damage the
integrity and credibility of the campaigning and electoral process.
There is no doubt that in the
past the JEC has been too stringent
in enforcing some of its electoral
rules. But an appropriate balance
must be maintained between actively upholding the committee charter
while not becoming overbearing at
the same time.

A positive direction
for security outreach
The Office of Safety and Security took an important step in its outreach to the community by launching a new online feedback portal.
The portal, which went live Jan. 6,
is a way for students to submit comments to Senior Associate Vice President for Safety and Security Darrell
Darnell. The concerns or praise from
members of the community will
then be reviewed and subsequently
dealt with by the appropriate Safety
and Security department.
The move to create this system
of feedback is a prime example of
how other administrators and departments can improve outreach
and communication with all members of the community.

And while this initial
step in improving
communication with the
community is laudable,
UPD must also improve
its transparency in other
aspects as well.
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C

ampus seems to be
filled this week with
screaming
freshmen
reuniting for the first
time in a month.
This sight is all too familiar
for me, as just one year ago I
was coming back after my first
winter break, both excited for a
new semester but also nervous
for the future.

Alyssa Rosenthal
Columnist

Maintain a strong and effective JEC

B

efore President Barack
Obama’s 2008 campaign
that easily attracted the
under-25 voting bloc,
politicians and parties spent
much time and capital persuading young people to “get out the
vote.” Looking back on these
campaigns, I can’t help but think
of popular celebrities like Diddy
and Mariah Carey who used
their fame to urge Generation Y
to “vote or die.”
Political apathy is nothing
new, but at a collegiate election
level, it can be rampant. Students
are rarely as enthused about Student Association elections as
they are about their internships,
their classes or the national elections. Students have to be either
ignorant of what the SA is or disenchanted by its record, if only
20 percent of the student body
takes the time to vote for its student representatives.
The Joint Elections Committee, which oversees the rules and
regulations for the student elections, is pledging to do more to
promote student involvement
in the voting process. While the
committee has promoted elections to a degree in the past it is
primarily tasked with holding
the candidates accountable for
following election rules.
Phil Gardner, chair of the
Joint Elections Committee, said
that the committee would rely
slightly more on the reported
violations from the public while
taking a less active role in actually searching for violations.
Gardner seems sincere in
his desire to balance the current
Joint Elections Committee task

Lyndsey Wajert
Senior Columnist
with the increased focus on turnout. But the JEC won't be able to
do both effectively.
The Joint Elections Committee needs to use its power to ensure elections are fair, transparent and legal. The committee has
definitely gone overboard in ex-

Gardner seems sincere
in his desire to balance
the current JEC task
with the increased focus
on turnout. But the JEC
won't be able to do both
effectively.
ercising its power over elections
in previous years – something
Gardner wants to avoid this year.
Upperclassmen may remember in
2009 when Kyle Boyer, a popular
SA presidential candidate, faced
charges of exceeding his spending limit because he borrowed a
car. In a controversial move, the
committee counted the charge as
a violation and disqualified Boyer from the ballot, and since then,
the JEC has tried to be less meticulous in defining violations.
But going from picking apart
campaign rules to “letting the
kids play” as Gardner stated may

not yield the best results. The
committee should not only report
“egregious” violations. Voters
may actually miss out on important information about the candidates, and the JEC could miss out
on important “minor” violations.
The Joint Elections Committee
serves as a necessary, knowledgeable watchdog in an election process that can be complicated and
too easily shrouded in mystery.
Students need to know when their
potential future SA president can’t
stay within a budget. Students in
organizations who need to obey
rules for hanging event flyers
should be confident that their
SA Senator obeys slightly stricter
campaign postering rules.
In terms of the new role the
JEC wants to take, there should of
course be more student involvement in the Student Association
elections. Twenty percent of student turnout is an embarrassment. But convincing students to
vote should ultimately be a job
for individual student organizations or Program Board – groups
that are typically responsible for
getting students involved and
excited for on-campus issues.
While it is problematic if the
JEC attempts to remove candidates from the ballot as a result of
campaign violations, this year’s
committee has an understanding
that such a result is not good for
the student body. But it is important that the Joint Elections Committee continues to serve its primary role of holding the candidates accountable – and just that.
–The writer, a senior majoring
in journalism, is a
senior columnist.

Letter to the editor

Explaining UPD misconduct cases

It must be ensured that those
who submit comments are able
to gauge whether or not their
feedback is being adequately addressed. There must be a transparent process which allows users to
see how and if their feedback was
addressed and reviewed.
And while this initial step in
improving communication with
the community is laudable, other
aspects of campus safety and security must also improve its transparency. Most notably, students remain unaware of the proceedings
of a UPD misconduct investigation, and are only told whether or
not their claim is substantiated.
The GW

A fresh
outlook for
the semester

A long semester of work ahead

I am writing in response to the
column “Transparency in UPD
misconduct Cases” (Dec. 8, p. 4).
I want to offer information about
the George Washington University
Police Department’s complaint process to your readers.
As an accredited law enforcement agency, the department
performs thorough internal investigations into allegations of
misconduct. The International
Association of Campus Law Enforcement Administrators and the
Commission on Accreditation for
Law Enforcement Agencies accredit GWPD. Both of these well
regarded organizations ensure the
department maintains proper procedures by auditing departmental
policies and investigations.
Furthermore, the Metropoli-

tan Police Department’s Security
Officer’s Management Branch is
the government agency responsible for issuing commissions to
campus police officers. They too
can take administrative action if
they find misconduct regarding
an officer’s actions.
Our goal is to complete investigations of alleged misconduct
within 15 days, during which the
complainant will be contacted.
There might be delays, however, if
the complainant chooses to file an
anonymous complaint or the department has difficulty contacting
the reporting person and/or witnesses to the incident. If a delay occurs beyond 15 days, the reporting
person may contact the department
for periodic status reports at upd@
upd.gwu.edu. When the investiga-
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tion is completed, the complainant is contacted and told whether
the complaint was substantiated –
meaning we were able to determine
if his or her complaint had merit.  
GWPD has a long record of disciplining officers who violate policy.
Conversely, we also have a long
record of rewarding and honoring
officers who perform above and
beyond expectations. If students,
faculty, staff or other members of
the community wish to lodge a
complaint against a campus police
officer or offer a commendation for
professional service, they can go to
our website at http://gwired.gwu.
edu/upd and click on the tab entitled “Service Feedback Form.”
Kevin C. Hay
–The writer is the chief of police.

And if there was any advice
I wished I had last year, it is
this: Bring a fresh perspective to
campus life; leave the past behind; be prepared to start anew.
Reflecting on my first few
months as a Colonial, I was not
active enough in creating my
own GW experience. So after returning from break, I resolved to
start fresh and have an active role
in shaping a new life for myself.
My first concern coming
back for second semester was
my grades, as I felt discouraged
and disappointed after receiving my first semester marks.
While it is easy to say, “I
wish I had done this differently,” it is better to come back
and say, “I’m going to do this
differently.” Rather than feeling
dismayed about classes, use the
mistakes you made as lessons to
apply for the future.
If I could redo my first semester, I would have set higher
expectations for myself and
gone to office hours more often.
Even just sitting down and reading can help push you further
toward a higher academic goal.
Beyond the classroom, it can
be difficult to develop strong,
lasting relationships with others
freshman year, particularly at a
big school like GW. And as freshman spring semester moves on,
it can be scary to see friendships
constantly changing.
Being open-minded will
help you keep old friends while
still allowing you to meet new
people. But while an easygoing
outlook is a start, be prepared
for relationships and friendships to constantly change.
Most freshmen go through
these shifts with their friends,
so be willing to join clubs, which
will make it even easier to meet
more people.
During my first semester of
college I had planned to ease my
way into things. By late January,
I was ready to join whatever
came my way. Even signing up
to get listserv e-mails about an
organization is a start. Even better? Attend the first meeting of
a club that's not completely in
your comfort zone.

Looking back on a
little over a year ago,
it’s surprising to
notice how many
changes occur during
freshman year.
But by taking one step forward and attending a few of the
first events of different clubs,
you can discover new passions
that will allow you to create a
personal niche at GW.
Looking back on a little over
a year ago, it’s surprising to notice how many changes occur
during freshman year. But the
best way to prepare for this is
to continue to explore campus
and to make every semester be
a new semester.
Challenge yourself to take
on something new, and you’ll
find a few good surprises down
the road.
–The writer, a sophomore
majoring in political communication,
is a Hatchet columnist.
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ANC commissioners unanimously approve new chair
Harmon negotiated
neighbors' concerns
with noise, loitering

"We've done a
tremendous job over
the last few years,
and it felt really good
as far as we moved
the community
forward."

by Danielle Telson
Hatchet Staff Writer
Foggy Bottom’s flagship neighborhood group
switched up its leadership
posts Wednesday night to
comply with bylaws that
prevent any representative
from holding an officer spot
for more than two consecutive years.
The Foggy Bottom and
West End Advisory Neighborhood Commission voted
in Florence Harmon – who
represents a large portion of
campus in her constituency –
as the body’s chair. Harmon,
who joined the group in 2007,
assumed the new role from
former chair Rebecca Coder
at the end of the meeting.
“She’s a hard act to follow,” Harmon said, praising
Coder for her commitment
to the ANC during her two
years as the body’s chair. She
added that Coder was known
for her late-night e-mails and
diligence with deadlines.
Coder said that she
thinks Harmon will be an effective chair.
Harmon has a history
of serving as a mediator between the University and
neighbors, most recently
calling for compromise during a clash between locals
who alleged the campus eat-

Rebecca Coder
Former Advisory
Neighborhood
Commission Chair

becky crowder | hatchet staff PHOTOGRAPHER

Foggy Bottom and West End Advisory Neighborhood commissioner Florence Harmon was named chair of the body Wednesday night. She has
become known as a mediator for neighborhood issues with nightclubs and stores, garnering the votes of all six commissioners at the meeting.

ery and grocery store FoBoGro was creating noise and
loitering problems.
Coder commended Harmon on her commitment to
her constituents’ other con-

cerns, including noise from
the local club Shadowroom.
While meetings are open
to the public, only commissioners vote in officer elections. The chair’s duties

typically include leading the
monthly meetings, enforcing ANC rules and handling
administrative tasks – like
filing documents and submitting paperwork to gov-

ernment agencies.
Coder, who represents
the West End and Rock Creek
Park, was elected vice chair.
Watergate Complex representative and former vice

chair Armando Irizarry will
fill the role of secretary.
Alumnus Graham Galka, who joined the commission in October, will serve
as treasurer.
All votes among the sixperson commission were
unanimous.
Coder said she enjoyed
her time as chair and is proud
of the team’s work.
“We’ve done a tremendous job over the last few
years, and it felt really good
as far as we moved the community forward,” Coder
said.
Commissioners
gifted
Coder a bouquet of flowers
to honor her leadership and
service to the community.
Harmon declined to comment beyond her statements
during the meeting because
of her job at a PR firm. u

Lisner anticipates upgrades to weather competition
by shayda shabazi
Hatchet Reporter
The University remains a
devoted owner of the 68-yearold Lisner Auditorium, a
spokeswoman said Friday, despite emerging arts venues that
have added competition across
the D.C. area.
GW’s commitment to its
aging theater appeared to waver last month when University spokeswoman Angela Olson said in a Dec. 30 Washington Post article that “Lisner’s
plans are being evaluated.”
The story, which detailed the
rise of nightclubs and performing arts venues across the city,
said GW's use of Lisner was up
in the air.
“We are looking at ways
to enhance and grow in
the future,” Olson told The
Hatchet Friday. “We value the
vibrancy Lisner brings to our
campus and neighborhood,
and we are committed to its
future at GW.”
Olson said GW, which
has owned and operated Lisner since it was built in 1943,
will make technology and
equipment upgrades to catch
up with last fall’s opening of
Fillmore Silver Spring and

Hamilton Ballroom and the
upcoming revamp of Howard
Theatre near Howard University. She said upgrade plans
are "very early in the process
and we do not have details to
share at this time."
In June, the University’s
Board of Trustees approved
$589,000 for roof and exterior surface repairs to Lisner
in this year’s budget. The
auditorium, which was the
center of the District's theatrical life before the Kennedy
Center for the Performing
Arts opened in 1971, also underwent exterior renovations
that were completed this
summer. But University officials determined that some
upgrades, like adding handicap-accessible entrances to
modernize the building in accordance with federal guidelines, were not feasible.
The venue’s issues run
deeper, President and CEO of
the Washington Performing
Arts Society Neale Perl said.
“I know they have done
renovations in the last few
years, but perhaps not in the
most aesthetically pleasing
style,” Perl said. “The acoustics are pretty good, but the
aesthetics are what I think

are not terribly appealing,
despite renovations. The carpet in the lobby looks dated,
the seats in the house are a bit
uncomfortable and the restrooms look dated.”
Perl said it is hard to measure whether the auditorium’s
aging interior would hurt ticket
sales, but added, “It is the little
things in a hall that add a bit of
glamour and occasion to the
performing arts experience.”
Olson declined to comment
regarding Perl's criticisms.
The Washington Performing Arts Society has
booked several world music
shows for Lisner in recent
years, including an April
performance by flamenco
artist Anoushka Shankar.
Lisner’s bottom line is not
suffering, Olson said, adding
that it has consistently booked
15 shows per year. She said "it
is too early to tell" what this
year's numbers would look
like but the lineup includes
comedian Jeanne Robertson,
the Washington Concert Opera and the Gay Men’s Chorus of Washington.
Olson said the theater
was supported by ticket sales,
individual donors and rentals
to performing arts compa-

Hatchet file photo

Lisner Auditorium has hosted figures like prize-winning author Toni Morrison, who visited campus last September.

nies. She declined to release
Lisner’s budget.
Lisner’s marketing manager Danielle Mouledoux
and GW’s assistant vice president for events and venues
Michael Peller declined in-

terview requests.
Lisner has also resisted the
trend of providing drinks and
dinner during shows. Howard Theatre renovators are
constructing an underground
kitchen to offer patrons ex-

panded food options when it
reopens in April.
Olson said the theater
would not consider similar
renovations. Instead, it sells
alcohol in the lobby before
shows. u

Anthropology researcher
searches for slave-era shipwreck
Smithsonian joint
fund powers five
research projects
by liza dee
Hatchet Reporter

shannon brown | hatchet PHOTOGRAPHER

Freshman Grant Brown orders lunch from the Metro Diner, a target of student complaints, at J Street Tuesday.

Metro Diner looks to shorten waits
by Gabrielle Marush
Contributing Editor
The Metro Diner added
two employees this semester
in an attempt to combat widespread student complaints of
long wait times since J Street’s
most popular venue opened
five months ago.
University officials have
worked with student leaders
and Sodexo, the company that
runs GW’s dining services,
since November to come up
with a way to cut down food
service delays.
“Complaints started coming in towards the beginning
of the semester,” Ben Leighton,
chair of the Student Dining
Board, said. “But inefficiency
is common with a new operation, so we started working on
it a couple of months ago.”
One of the new employees will serve as an “expediter" who will assist the
cashier while alerting customers to completed orders,

Leighton said.
An added employee at the
grill will also seek to streamline
the diner’s operations. Breakfast, previously served all day,
will not be offered after 11 a.m.,
with the exception of makeyour-own omelets.
“The complaints were
mostly about long wait times
at the grill and the counter
being understaffed, so these
changes should remedy all of
the issues,” Leighton said.
With criticism arising in
early September, an express
lane was added two weeks
after the diner’s opening for
patrons picking up prepared
items. But congestion continued throughout the semester
due to overwhelming demand for hot food.
During its first month, the
Metro Diner saw about 800 to
900 customers each day, Rich
Yokeley, director of campus
dining for Sodexo, told The
Hatchet in September. It operated with 10 employees, in-

creasing now to a total of 12.
Yokeley said the diner has
served a consistent amount,
still receiving hundreds of orders each day.
Throughout the fall semester, students reported
waiting up to 40 minutes for
their orders. One student, Tyler Daniels, said he was only
eating there Tuesday morning
because nothing else was open,
but typically he’s “reluctant” to
use the Metro Diner because of
the wait times.
When it first opened, Yokeley told The Hatchet the diner
was intended as a “fast-casual
restaurant” with five- to sevenminute wait times.
Several patrons noted the
difference Tuesday, saying they
received their order within 10
to 15 minutes.
“They’ve always only had
one person taking orders at the
register, it’s definitely better
with two,” sophomore Brandon Bernier said after picking
up his order. u

Anthropology professor
Stephen Lubkemann thinks
his planned trek into the
sea will soon help shape the
understanding of one of the
ugliest aspects of human
history: the trans-Atlantic
slave trade.
Lubkemann has spent
two years pinpointing the
site of a shipwreck near
Cape Town, South Africa
that killed more than 200
slaves being transported
between East Africa and the
Americas during the 1790s.
If he reaches the sunken
ship, he says the findings
will add the first archaeological evidence to the 18thCentury slave trade.
The search of the South
Atlantic Ocean is one of five
research initiatives piloted by
GW professors that now have
the support of an 18-monthold joint fund between the
University and the Smithsonian Institution. The time
since the partnership’s establishment was spent vetting
project ideas and selections
were announced Jan. 12.
Alongside Smithsonian
curator Paul Gardullo, Lubkemann will lead a team of
nine researchers from the
U.S. and South Africa to the
ocean floor in hopes that getting an up-close view of the
shipwreck will reveal historical details.

elise apelian | hatchet staff PHOTOGRAPHER

Associate anthropology professor Stephen Lubkemann is teaming
up with the Smithsonian Institution to research the slave trade.

“This is an area where
archaeology could possibly
make some contributions
that would be unique,” Lubkemann said.
He added that although
other teams of archaeologists have already studied
shipwrecks from the transAtlantic slave trade, this
effort would be the first to
analyze a ship that was carrying slaves when it sunk.
Examining the ship’s size
and technology will reveal
goals and priorities for the
slave traders – like concern
about a British blockade or
the importance of speedy
transport, Lubkemann said.
A panel of four researchers from GW and four from
the Smithsonian chose the
five research projects over
the last several months. The
judges whittled 13 proposed
projects down to five, each
of which includes researchers from both organizations,
University
spokeswoman
Angela Olson said.

Each project received
$40,000 – an even split of the
$200,000 contributed jointly
by the University and the
Smithsonian Institution.
The other four projects
will tackle subjects spanning
from the effects of primate
breast milk on infant growth
to the political and cultural
ecologies of cell phones.
The Smithsonian Institution hopes the findings
of the shipwreck study will
contribute to its National
Museum of African American History and Culture. The
other projects will also work
with Smithsonian museums
and research centers.
“In the long term, some
of our partners, such as the
Smithsonian, are very interested in how the material we
might locate can be used in
their education programs to
bring this kind of history to
life for people who are not
going to be diving at these
sites like we are.” Lubkemann said. u
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Univ. plans sustainability projects for both campuses
by monica mehta
Hatchet Staff Writer
Sustainability
upgrades
launched this semester will
help the University incorporate more solar and thermal
energy at GW’s Foggy Bottom
and Virginia campuses.
Construction of GW’s first
"solar walk" – a walkway shaded by an overhang made of solar panels – will be completed
this spring on the Virginia Science and Technology Campus.
Additional efficiency upgrades
are in the works for five buildings on Foggy Bottom.
The sustainable pathway
– connecting two of the campus' buildings – will provide
shade during the day and
illuminate the overhang at

night, using energy collected
by the 18 solar panels.
“As the solar walk is expanded, it will not only create a pedestrian connection
between buildings but will
also reinforce the [Virginia
Campus] as a test site for sustainable technologies, as envisioned in the University’s
Climate Action Plan,” Sophie
Waskow, GW’s sustainability
project facilitator, said.
Sustainable
improvements will also be added this
spring to the renovated fifth
and sixth floors of Foggy Bottom’s Ross Hall, which will
house the Research Center
for Neglected Diseases of
Poverty – a $15 million project funded by the National
Institutes of Health to study

New program eyes
global health issues
Public health students
will learn to support
poor communities
by cory weinberg
Assistant News Editor
After three years of traveling to countries like Haiti and
Senegal, environmental and
occupational health assistant
professor Jay Graham noticed
something was preventing
young international development workers from triggering
real change in poor, undeveloped communities.

"There's been lots
of demand for this
from students."
Jay graham

Assistant Professor
School of Public Health and
Health Services
To close the gap between
science and culture, Graham
will lead the School of Public
Health and Health Services’
new graduate program in
global environmental health

next semester, the school announced Jan. 12. The 45-credit master in public health will
be geared toward students
seeking careers at national
and international organizations and nonprofits.
“Students
and
[nongovernmental organization]
workers who were new to the
field were out there using their
abilities the best they could,”
said Graham, who was working as an environmental
health advisor for the foreign
aid-administering body, the
United States Agency of International Development. But
as newcomers to the field of
global environment health, he
said they didn’t realize the science behind the aid.
Graham, who holds a
Ph.D., master's in business
administration and master's
in public health, said the
program “will connect the
science and the management
side” of global environmental health and help students
manage related initiatives in
struggling countries.
For federal agencies and
non-governmental organizations on the ground in lowincome countries around the
world, solving problems like
sanitation in villages without
running water means teetering the line between cultural
solutions and technological
innovations.

disease in poor communities.
The research center will
convert about 35,000 square
feet of private workspaces to
an “open lab” floor plan that
promotes research collaboration, Waskow said.
To reduce the large energy
consumption typical of laboratories, the renovated space will
recycle heat generated by the
facility. Temperature and lighting occupancy sensors will
also be installed to save money
during hours when the building is not in full use.
The University also plans
to construct a cogeneration
plant, which will capture the
heat created during electricity
production instead of venting
it. The plant will provide simultaneous heat and power

to Ross Hall, the Science and
Engineering Hall and three adjacent residence halls.
The research center renovations are expected to be finished in spring 2013, with the
cogeneration plant reaching
completion at the same time
as the Science and Engineering
Complex, in late 2014.
Waskow declined to say
how much each project costs or
what savings their installations
may bring in the future.
The new research center
is being built to Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design certification standards, following the 2007 Foggy Bottom
Campus Plan, which included
a commitment to pursue an
eco-friendly certification in all
new building projects.

photo courtesy of the school of Medicine and health sciences

A research center that will be added to Ross Hall next year will use power
created by a new cogeneration plant slated for completion in 2014.

LEED results have not
yet been released for Lafayette Hall, a residence hall
that reopened last fall after being overhauled to be
more eco-friendly.

CRIME LOG
Sexual Abuse

12/04/11 – 1:15 a.m.
Location: Madison Hall
Case closed

A student reported to UPD
officers that she was sexually
assaulted by an acquaintance.
–Referred for
disciplinary action

Simple Assault
Becky Crowder | Hatchet Staff Photographer

Jay Graham, an assistant professor of environmental and occupational
health, spent the last three years improving health worldwide.

After learning about
broad health issues like population density, waste hazards and indoor pollution,
students will take on projects
to create specific solutions
for communities.
Graham said the program’s projects would include studies of the occupational hazards of rickshaw
pullers and upgrading slums
that lack clean water or electricity. Students will make use
of the public health school’s
existing travel programs in
Bangladesh and Kenya.
Development
projects
like the United Nations’ Millennium Development Goals,
launched in 2002, have funneled billions of dollars into
solving worldwide poverty
and health problems. Progress toward achieving those
goals will depend on development workers like the
graduates of GW’s program.
To map out the new mas-

ter’s, Graham said he hopes
to use as models already developed global environmental
health programs at colleges
like Emory University and the
University of North Carolina.
The school estimates that
between 12 and 15 students
will make up the program’s
first crop, looking to expand to
25 students in a few years.
“There’s been lots of demand for this from students,”
Graham said. “There are jobs
in this field, and we want them
trained in this field."
The program will include
one new course at its launch,
but will bridge two departments in the public health
school – global health and
environmental and occupational health. Graham, who
was hired last summer, said
the school looks to bring in
three new faculty members in
those departments, who will
also teach classes in the new
degree program. u

12/11/11 – 2:30 a.m.
Location: Thurston Hall
Case closed

UPD officers responded to
a report of loud noise, which
was found to be caused by two
students who were fighting. MPD
arrested one student.
–Closed by arrest

Breaking and Entering
Vending Machine
12/12/11 – 9:30 to 10 a.m.
Location: Rice Hall
Case closed

UPD officers responded to a
report that someone broke into a
vending machine. Officers said a
member of GW’s housekeeping
staff was responsible.
–Referred to department

Drug Law Violation
12/16/11 – 1:26 a.m.
Location: Off campus
Case closed

UPD officers observed students
smoking marijuana in a park.
They notified the U.S. Park
Police, who arrested one student
for possession of marijuana and
confiscated a joint.

The sustainable additions
to the University’s campuses
mark a larger effort to reduce
its carbon footprint since the
founding of the Office of Sustainability in late 2008. u

Attempted Robbery/
Assault with a
Dangerous Weapon
12/17/11 – 11:45 a.m.
Location: 2221 I St.
Case closed

A Roti manager was struck
with a pistol after refusing
to allow a subject access
to the eatery’s back office.
MPD and D.C. Fire EMS were
notified. The manager was
transported to GW Hospital.
–Referred to MPD

Fraud

1/13/12 – 7 p.m.
Location: Academic Center
Open case

A female student reported to
UPD that a female subject
unaffiliated with GW approached
her and asked to borrow money.
The subject, who previously
asked for money and offered
fake contact information, never
paid the student back.
–Open case

Robbery

12/02/11 – 11:45 a.m.
Location: Off campus
Case closed

A student victim reported
to the University Police
Department
an
armed
robbery by two unknown
suspects, both of whom
fled toward Georgetown.
Metropolitan
Police
Department responded to
the report.
–Referred to MPD

–Compiled by
Jacqueline Drayer

–Closed by arrest
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development
activities
like Alumni Weekend and
the Senior Class Gift campaign.
Morsberger
also
praised Knapp, who emphasized fundraising as
a top priority when he
joined the University in
2007.
Alumni continue to
make up the largest group
of individual donors, followed by parents and
friends, Morsberger said.
The majority of dollars
so far have come from
foundations and organizations.
This fiscal year ’s donations will be the first to
count toward the bottomline of a new comprehensive fundraising campaign
announced in October.
Still in its “quiet
phase,” the campaign’s
leaders will announce
goals and a time frame
during the campaign's
formal public launch in
2014 or 2015, Morsberger
said. u

to think long-term about
making changes to a residence and to relieve the stress
of competing for housing.
In the past, the application process for Greek housing led to “division among
the community,” Miller said,
as chapters vied for space every three years.
“Now we’re saying, 'If
you treat the house well, it’s
yours for 10 years,' ” Miller
said.
Miller, who is also the
associate dean of students,
said the CSE is still in talks
with the University’s office
of operations about which
additions or adjustments a
chapter could make to a GW

CHURCHILL
from p. 1
ground floor of Gelman to create a space for the library and
exhibition and an additional $1
million for programming support. The Churchill library’s
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property. Chapters would
fund these changes.
During construction on
townhouse row buildings in
2002, Miller said many Greek
groups opted to personalize
the spaces by incorporating
their chapters’ emblems into
floor tile designs. He hopes
chapters will take advantage
of similar opportunities to
personalize their residences
after signing the extended
leases.
Director of GW Housing Programs Seth Weinshel
said the University decided
to implement the new policy
based on discussions with
chapter leaders and chapter
advisors.
“In the past, we have
not removed a chapter unless they had judicial issues
or could no longer fill their
property. Based on this phi-

losophy, we did not feel it
was necessary to go through
a long administrative process
every other year to renew
leases, and we heard from
chapter leadership that the
process was stressful,” Weinshel said.
Miller said policies for
removal from a townhouse
will remain the same as in
past years.
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Pi
Kappa Alpha and Sigma Phi
Epsilon were forced to vacate
their properties on townhouse row last May, facing
charges for hazing and underage alcohol consumption
and distribution. Their housing was reassigned.
The timeline for this semester’s application process,
which includes a thorough
examination of each fraternity or sorority’s achieve-

ments and record, has yet to
be finalized. Greek-letter organizations that do not have
housing on Townhouse Row
can also apply.
“We are constantly trying to find space for all chapters that want housing to be
able to accommodate that
request,” Weinshel said. “We
are limited with the number
of houses on the row and
other row houses that we
cannot offer every chapter a
house.”
Last October, the Panhellenic Association voted
to bring an 11th sorority to
campus, an addition that
will be finalized this spring.
The organization’s president,
Marta Cofone, said she does
not believe the extended leases will make it more difficult
for new chapters to colonize
on campus because even un-

der the three-year structure,
houses were not given to different chapters unless there
were “extreme behavior issues,” and the policy for removal is the same.
Cofone added that the
Greek community is “always
in the process of trying to
find more housing for Greek
chapters.”
During Beta Theta Pi’s
eight years residing in a
townhouse at 22nd and F
streets, the fraternity’s president Colin O’Brien said
members “have never really
done too much to the house
to make it our own.”
“Now that we know for
certain that we’ll have it until 2022 – barring any unforeseen crisis – we’re definitely
going to put some more
work into making the place
our own,” O’Brien said. u

construction will coincide
with the planned revamp of
Gelman’s second floor.
“The National Churchill
Library and Center at GW will
have a profound impact on the
research and scholarship of one
of the most influential leaders
in modern history, and GW is
honored to include it among

our growing list of world-class
collections at the Gelman Library,” Vice President for Development and Alumni Relations Mike Morsberger said.
The gift brings fundraising
for this fiscal year to $56 million – well ahead of this time
last year.
Churchill Centre Chair-

man Laurence Geller called
the project “a milestone” in the
development of the center and
of the Churchill scholarship in
America.
“The unique place that
Winston Churchill holds in
modern history as an icon of
leadership, and the respect his
memory is accorded through-

out the United States have
long demanded the creation
of a permanent home for
Churchill studies, exhibitions
and programs in our nation’s
capital,” Geller, who was recently named a Commander of
the Order of the British Empire
in the Queen’s 2012 honors list,
said. u
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Reinventing the kitchen

by roxanne goldberg
Hatchet Reporter
Messy refrigerators can become
a black hole for groceries. Shopping
lists more often than not still lack
essential ingredients after fighting
through long checkout lines, and it
can be hard to come up with a recipe
only using leftovers.
One multi-talented senior thinks
he has the solution to these culinary
problems.
John Gearheart hopes to solve this
supermarket conundrum with his idea
for the Ctrl+F Kitchen.
After learning that grocery stores
will soon be replacing traditional
barcodes with intelligent barcodes,
called radio-frequency identification tags, the engineering major was
inspired to come up with an idea to
overhaul the traditional kitchen.
Gearheart’s invention would allow
users to track groceries in their home,
search recipes that they can make from
leftover ingredients and keep tabs on
soon-to-be perishable food.
Radio-frequency identification tags
use a radio system to track an object,
transmitting data from a tag placed on
the object and allowing people to track
items’ whereabouts as well as stored information like price or product description. They are already used in many industries, tracking the locations of automobiles, pharmaceuticals and animals.
“It involves adding a microchip the
size of a grain of sand into every item in
your kitchen, installing chip readers in
every cabinet and shelf and designing
a software program to locate any item,”
Gearheart said of his project.
In the most simple terms, “It’s just
like when you use your GWorld to tap
into a dorm at GWU,” Gearheart said.
A biomedical engineer major, Gearheart had been toying with the idea of
the Ctrl+F Kitchen for some time and
decided to enter it into the Intel Innovators Competition in December.
“I submitted my idea during finals week just as a distraction from
studying, and didn’t expect it to be
picked up,” he said.
To his surprise, Gearheart’s Ctrl+F
Kitchen was chosen as one of the top 20
ideas out of over 500 entries and is now
part of a monthlong Facebook Intel Innovators competition for the top five
innovative ideas in categories including
science, travel, medicine and sports.
All participants are required to
submit a 30-second video explaining
the details of their ideas and why they
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Top: Junior John Gearheart, a biomedical
engineering major, organizes the food in
his kitchen. Bottom: Gearheart's project
proposal involves adding inexpensive
microchips to kitchen items.

could be influential. On Jan. 23, the
top five innovators, selected by most
popular vote on Facebook, will present their ideas to five panelists, including Intel’s Chief Financial Officer Joshua Auerbach. The panelists will select
the most inventive and potentially
impactful idea, ultimately awarding
its innovator with $100,000.
As of Jan. 18 Gearheart is in fourth
place, and has raised over 6,280,300
points of social capital, a form of gauging support. His biggest competition
includes an idea for a computer program that reads online newspapers
out loud for the visually impaired,
and a cloud system used to store the
complete medical histories of each
person in the United States.
“I’m very nervous, but since coming back to school, I’ve been e-mailing

all of my friends and votes have been
coming in from the entire GW University,” Gearheart said.
Gearheart’s spirit for innovation is
nothing new, he said.
“I’ve always been inventing things,”
Gearheart said, “I came in third place
in fifth grade in an invention competition when I developed the idea for a
transponder between school buses and
homes so you don’t have to guess when
the bus is coming.”
Gearheart hopes to work for Johnson & Johnson specializing in optical
diagnostics, which he describes as
“developing software that relates to
keeping an inventory and managing
different sensors.”
But for now, John Gearheart is making sure you never forget the milk, eggs
or bread at the supermarket again. u

The District Sound
Previewing upcoming local shows

Theophilus London

O.A.R. Extended Stay

Courtesy of
Pax-Am Records

The 9:30 Club
Feb. 28 to March 1

If you don’t like Of A
Revolution, more commonly known as simply
O.A.R., don’t go to this
show. You won’t like the
loud, beer drinking fans
having fun and dancing
around to their favorite
tracks by one of the decade’s biggest rock acts.
For the rest of you,
this is going to be an
amazing few nights.
The band’s new album,
“King,” is a follow-up
to the band’s first studio
album, “The Wanderer,”
and the transition symbolizes the band’s growth
since they first started
playing together back in
high school. This is going to be a fun show. Of course,
you’ll hear favorites like “Crazy
Game of Poker” and “Shattered,”
but the real joy in O.A.R. shows
is hearing low-key fan favorites
like “I Feel Home” and “City on
Down.” There are still tickets
around for the third night, and
a portion of the proceeds benefit the group’s “Heard the World
Fund” for sustainable education
programs around the world.

RYAN ADAMS
Ryan Adams
Strathmore
Jan. 24

Courtesy of Jonathan Mannion/Warner Brothers Records

Theophilus London
The 9:30 Club
Feb. 6

Theophilus London offers a
pretty fresh take on hip-hop, allowing flavors from around the world
to influence his brew. Born in Trinidad but raised in the U.S., the heavy
beats and powerful bass lines in his
music have been driving audiences
wild since his major label debut
in 2009. Last year was a big time
for London; performances at the
Cannes International Film Festival
and the Montreal International Jazz
Festival made him into a darling
of the music critic world, while his
fantastic street style placed him in

magazines like GQ and The Fader.
London is known for his captivating
performances, and his dance moves
are second to none, so you can bet
this will be a high-energy show.
He’s definitely a guy to check out
while you can, because he won’t be
playing small venues like the 9:30
Club for long.

Score: Dance music from a major

up and comer. Tracks like “Flying
Overseas” and my personal favorite,
“Why Even Try,” are sure to get you
moving.
Bore: It’s going be a hipster fashion
show. If you’re not looking to get your
game face going on a Monday night,
this might not be the show for you.

out of retirement last year with
a new album, and the promotion tour is a huge chance to see
one of the genre’s greatest in the
flesh.

Ryan Adams is a unique talent. When he first began playing
guitar and singing two decades Score : Amazing lyrics – some
ago, he performed in punk bands, dancing tracks and some thinking
screaming his lungs out on stage. tracks – what more could you ask
for? Also, he’s married
A few samples of these
to the gorgeous Mandy
performances
exist,
Moore. Awesome.
and they give interestSam Smith
Bore : Many of the
ing insight into one
tracks may be from the
of the artists who has
new disc, which is not
helped shape the country-rock genre. He achieved no- my favorite. Also, Mandy will
toriety as the lead singer and gui- probably not be in attendance.
tarist for Whiskytown, releasing
two albums that gained massive
critical acclaim for the band’s
lyrical content as well as their effort to push the genre forward.
The band split at the dawn of the
last decade, and Adams started
to record on his own. The years
since then have been filled with
album after album, which were
received with a mix of praise
and criticism. In 2007, on a break
from playing with his new band,
The Cardinals, Adams released
my favorite example of his work,
“Easy Tiger,” featuring “Oh My
God, Whatever, Etc.” and “Halloweenhead.” Following the album’s release, Adams admitted
to serious drug problems, and a
few years later, he retired from
music. Thankfully, Adams came

Score: Three nights. Fan favorites. Small venue. Dancing
shoes.
Bore : Lots of bros.

O.A.R

Courtesy of Atlantic Records
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Restaurant Review:
Ted's Bulletin
505 8th St., SW
Capitol Hill

Dinner and a movie has tantalizing forbidden fruit of
been a classic date combo the dry decade in its adult
since the dawn of the silver milkshakes. Adding a twist to
screen.
the chilly dairy treat, the conTed’s Bulletin, an old- coction ($8.99) comes in infashioned Eastern
terestingly named
Market
restauoptions, from the
rant, channels old“Nutty
ProfesMelissa Turley sor,” a hazelnut
world Hollywood
to enhance the
liqueur creation
traditional tryst,
to a “Dirty Girl
playing film classics like “Cas- Scout,” made with pepperablanca” as diners nosh on mint schnapps. I opted for
heaping portions of food.
the less alcoholic, more traThe restaurant’s décor ditional chocolate shake, and
follows a pre-Depression even with my four years' extheme, displaying ornate perience serving up shakes at
ceiling tiles, brick walls, Lickety Split Ice Cream in uplarge hanging lanterns and state New York, the chocolate
spacious wooden dining shake ($6.49) was the richest,
booths, creating a unique thickest and by far best shake
cross between a diner and I have ever tasted.
a speakeasy. While the resBut the menu was more
taurant transported guests limited than I had hoped.
to another era with its ambi- The all-day breakfast with
ance, the dishes were only equally creative menu items,
mildly flavorful attempts like “The Walk of Shame
at classic American that left Breakfast Burrito” ($11.79)
our party full, but not quite with sirloin steak, scrambled
satisfied.
eggs, hash browns, cheddar
With a Prohibition-era and green chile sauce served
feel, Ted’s Bulletin offers a with a side of hash browns

and “Nana’s Beer Biscuits
and Sausage Gravy” ($9.79),
seemed to be the menu’s
premier options.
Other menu options included variations on burgers,
salads, steak, ribs, fried fish
and chicken – not a great place
to take a picky vegetarian.
I was stuck between ordering the “Fish and Taters”
($14.99) or the “Tzatziki
Greek Burger” ($13.29) with
grilled pita, lamb burger, feta
cheese, pepperoncini and
tzatziki sauce, but our attentive waiter told me I had
to try the fish. While crispy
fried in all its greasy glory,
the fries, fish and coleslaw
were not as wow worthy as a
friend’s gigantic whole rack
of ribs ($24.99), which came
out on a platter resembling
what I can only imagine to be
a meal fit for a caveman.
Another member of our
table ordered the “7:00 AM
Breakfast Burger,” ($12.29)
which our waiter said was
a house specialty, prepared
with an English muffin, coun-
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Top left: Diners partake in coffee and brunch at Ted's Bulletin. Top right: The Cali Club sandwich ($10.29)
features turkey, apple-wood smoked bacon, avocado, alpha sprouts and a sun-dried tomato spread.
Middle right: The décor at Ted's Bulletin matches old-world Hollywood. Bottom right: Employees prepare
the Walk of Shame Breakfast Burrito ($11.79) during a busy lunch hour Monday.

try ham, hash browns, fried
egg and chipotle ketchup.
While the food was good
– nothing incredible but still
good – the portions were
enormous. No one in our
five-group party managed
to clear their massive platters, despite our group ar-

riving ravenously hungry.
Even the ambitious member
who opted for the full rack
of ribs instead of the half
rack, assuring us he could
finish, ended up asking our
waiter for a to-go box for his
well-seasoned array.
My advice would be to

go to Ted’s for a weekend
brunch and pair an adult
milkshake with a breakfast
of epic proportions. Between
the massive servings and
sweet but spiked treat, it is
the perfect cure for any ail
the night before might have
caused you. u
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The number of times junior guard
Lasan Kromah has scored 25 points
in a game against Richmond.

NCAA
halts aid
changes
by elizabeth traynor
Sports Editor

hatchet file photo

Senior guard Tiana Myers holds her ground against a Charlotte defender in the Smith Center Jan. 14. Myers paced GW with 15 points at Rhode Island Wednesday.

Colonials nab first Atlantic 10 road win
by daniel wright
Contributing Editor

When senior center Sara Mostafa
fractured her hand a day before the
Colonials were scheduled to take on
Georgetown, GW was riding high on
a four-game win streak.
After Mostafa’s injury, head
coach Mike Bozeman was forced to
adjust the offense that he spent all
off-season researching and perfecting
around his center. The adjustment hit
some speed bumps, with GW losing
its next three games in a row, but the
Colonials picked up their first A-10
road win at Rhode Island Wednesday, showing they’ve begun to find
their stride in the revamped offense.
GW took the court against the
Rams sporting a 2-4 record on the
road, coming off a game where
Charlotte completed a come-frombehind victory in the final seconds
of play. But the Colonials (9-9) used
speed and quickness to their advantage Wednesday en route to a
63-42 victory, snapping a two-game
losing streak.
A clear sign of Mostafa’s absence
came at the glass, Rhode Island
owning a 33-29 rebounding advantage. But GW compensated for its
lack of size by scoring 18 points off

of 19 Rams turnovers. And though
the Colonials lost the battle at the
boards 20-13 in the first half, GW
turned the ball over just one time.
That type of play, Bozeman said,
will be key to the Colonials’ success
as the A-10 season progresses.
“Our biggest struggle is going
to be rebounding,” Bozeman said.
“We don’t have a battle rebounding
every night, but where we can even
the playing field is in the turnover
department. It’s something that we
have to hang our hat on.”
GW got out to a fast start against
Rhode Island, using an 8-1 scoring
run over the first four and a half
minutes of play to build a lead they
would not relinquish for the rest of
night. While the Rams struggled in
almost every facet of the game, save
rebounding, Rhode Island’s junior
guard Ashley Rivera kept the game
close over the first 10 minutes with
her long range shooting. She hit
back-to-back three pointers with
eight and half minutes to play in the
first half, but couldn’t make up for
the rest of her team’s struggles, as
the Colonials cruised to a 41-23 halftime lead, closing out the final three
minutes on a 10-0 run.
The Colonials outgunned Rhode
Island early, shooting 42.9 percent

from the field in the first half while
the Rams shot just 29 percent. Bozeman pointed to the advantage of his
smaller lineup as a big part of his
team’s success.
“It’s going to be a hard matchup
for most teams with [big post players] that are trying to guard us, and
that’s what we exploited today.”
Bozeman said. “Scoring is going to
be there. We are going to be quicker,
we’re going press and we’re going
to cause turnovers. We’ll be able to
score the basketball.”
Led by junior guard Danni Jackson with 16 points, the Colonials also
earned double-figure scoring from
senior guard Tiana Myers and junior
guard Megan Nipe, who scored 15
points and 12 points, respectively.
Senior forward Tara Booker grabbed
eight rebounds in addition to putting
up eight points, and the Colonials
maintained a double-digit lead for
the entire second half.
“We were working really hard on
that all week, on moving our bodies
through the offense and sharing the
basketball,” Bozeman said. “When
we do that, we are tough to guard.”
Though GW was commanding
offensively, Bozeman was even more
focused on the defensive play put
forth by his team. While the smaller

lineup has allowed the Colonials to
run more full-court presses, Bozeman
was particularly impressed with the
half-court defense in the second half.
Rhode Island stayed under
30-percent shooting on the game, but
the biggest defensive adjustment for
the Colonials came at the perimeter.
After the Rams shot 42.5 percent from
long range in the first, Bozeman and
his team readjusted, holding Rhode
Island to 33.3-percent shooting from
three-point range in the second.
“Rivera had a good start on us
with the threes in the first half, but
in the second half we took pride in
shutting her down,” Bozeman said.
“We held her to just one field goal in
the second half. When you have that
kind of defensive performance, it
makes your offense a lot better.”
In addition to defense, the Colonials went a perfect 15-for-15 from
the free throw line, an indication of
the team’s focus, Bozeman said.
“When you’re shooting free
throws, you are focused and concentrating, and that boils over to other
aspects of the game. I’m very encouraged when I see us getting free
throws early,” Bozeman said.
GW next travels to Pittsburgh Jan. 21 to square off against
Duquesne at 2 p.m. u

Colonials execute balanced attack in victory
from p. 1
and settled into the Colonials' offensive rhythm.
“Tonight, I just went with the
flow of the offense and got to the
open spots, like we went through
in practice,” Kromah said. “So I was
trying to get open spots and concentrate on knocking the shots down.”
The two guards carried the
team offensively, but their influence
spread across the roster. GW earned
its second-highest field goal percentage of the season, shooting 58.2
percent from the floor, including
69.2-percent shooting on the second
half alone. Their 32 field goals tied
for most in one game this season, a
sign of the team executing its offensive attack to the fullest.
That attack wasn’t exactly easy
to mount, Lonergan allowed after
the game. Pointing to Richmond’s
matchup zone, the head coach said
it was often hard to find consistent
openings and run plays against
the Spiders’ defense. But the Colonials were attentive to the scouting
report, Lonergan said, and worked
to exploit the few holes in the Richmond zone.
“Lasan did a good job of finding
the open areas, and he made all of
his good shots tonight, basically,”
Lonergan said. “And I thought our
guys executed, they’re very well
coached and they’re tough to get
easy baskets against in transition.”
The Colonials opened play on
a 10-4 run, quickly establishing the
aggressive, energetic, attacking tone
they would set for the rest of the
night. After GW kept the lead for
most of the half, Richmond pulled
ahead momentarily off well-timed
free throws with three minutes and
35 seconds to play before the break.
But the Colonials didn’t waver, closing the half on a 9-2 run and carrying that energy through the break,
never trailing again.
The team looked more confident
on the floor, driving and attacking
with ease. After completely handing
control of the post to Harvard, GW
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The Colonial Army cheers and looks on as head coach Mike Lonergan directs sophomore forward Nemanja Mikic in the final
minutes of Wednesday's game against Richmond. The win was the second A-10 victory of Lonergan's career with GW.

outrebounded Richmond 31-22, including an eight board effort from
junior forward David Pellom.
“We practice harder than we
play, for the most part. But I thought
the Rhode Island game and this
game, we had a lot of energy, and
it’s what you’ve got to do, especially
at home.” Lonergan said. “You’ve
got to take advantage of being at
home, especially in this league.”
GW supplemented its offensive
performance by effectively silencing the Spiders at the other end of
the court, holding Richmond to just
18 field goals, a tie for the lowest
amount made against the Colonials
this season. The Spiders shot 40.9
percent on the night, a tie for the
second-lowest shooting percentage

against GW this year.
The Colonials were equally aggressive in their defensive play, forcing 13 Spiders turnovers that GW
converted into 34 points. Junior forward Dwayne Smith was a particularly commanding force for the Colonials, adding a physical punctuation
to the already-dominant offensive
numbers. Perhaps most impressively, GW held the A-10’s leading threepoint shooting team to 20-percent
shooting from the perimeter.
“I think we did a much better
job, for whatever reason, executing
the scouting report. I thought my
assistants did a good job of telling
these guys what they were going
to do,” Lonergan said. “And these
guys, truthfully, were more famil-

iar with Richmond than I am, and I
think what we’ve tried to do is meet
with our upperclassmen before
these games, especially the league
games, and try to ask them how
they’ve guarded in the past.”
With the victory, the Colonials
knotted their Atlantic 10 record at
2-2. It was an important victory, Taylor said, both for the standings and
for the team’s morale. GW remains
undefeated in A-10 play at home
this season, a record Taylor intends
on upholding when the Colonials
host Charlotte Saturday at 7 p.m.
“It’s great. We needed this win
to bounce back from Harvard,”
Taylor said. “And also to be back
home with the students here was
really good.” u

Legislation to expand financial
aid for student athletes was voted
down at the NCAA Division I Board
of Directors meeting Jan. 14 amid
complaints that it could foster unfair
recruitment practices.
The proposal would have allowed
universities to offer athletes receiving
full scholarships up to $2,000 in additional institutional financial aid, a move
designed to cover cost-of-living expenses. Another proposal under consideration would have opened the door for
multi-year scholarship offers, an option
GW’s top athletic official said doesn't
best represent the University's current
athletics aid policy.
Athletic director Patrick Nero, who
originally supported the $2,000 aid legislation, voted against it last week because he felt an additional stipulation
added to the measures didn’t align with
the financial interests of the University.
The additional provision tacked
onto the legislation proposed pulling
need-based and academic awards out of
the athletic aid pool, instead of the current model, which stipulates that any
aid given to a student-athlete is counted
as a part of the athletics-specific aid pot.
As the board asked that the legislation
be returned for modification, it is currently rendered moot.
Nero and Associate Athletic Director of NCAA Compliance Chandra
Bierwirth added that many universities,
including GW, anticipating that the legislation would be passed, included it as
a term in fall recruit award agreements.
Going forward, the additional $2,000
will not be a part of recruit signings, but
the prior agreements will be honored.
The addition to the legislation
drew fears that universities with
more expendable resources could potentially have a recruiting advantage
because other forms of aid would no
longer count towards a certain sports
team’s aid equivalencies, Bierwirth
said. Universities with the means to
offer significant aid through various
pools, such as athletics aid and academic aid, could potentially recruit
more athletes than universities with
less financial means. USA Today reported Jan. 14 that 160 schools objected to the proposal – enough for the
board to halt its implementation.
“There was pushback indicating
that there may be stockpiling of athletes. You would be able to bring a
kid in, give them a little bit of athletics aid, and package them with other
need-based and/or institutional aid
and only the athletics aid would be
countable,” Bierwirth said. “Even if
you gave them a little bit of athletic
money, whereas before, you wouldn’t
be able to take them because they’d
overextend their equivalencies in
that sport.”
Issues also arose concerning how to
implement the new legislation so that it
would fall in line with Title IX, mainly
among schools with football programs,
which would be challenged to find
women’s sports that would provide
equal allocations for the money as their
male counterparts.
“Member schools expressed
concerns about the miscellaneous
expense allowance, including student-athlete financial need, Title IX
compliance and the potential for
stockpiling by universities through
the override process, which is a part
of the of the NCAA’s overall legislative process,” NCAA representative
Emily Potter said.
Some schools expressed concerned
about funding extra aid to athletes, but
Nero said GW wasn’t among the universities who anticipated difficulty.
“In the Atlantic 10, we voted to [approve the additional $2,000 stipend]
for men’s and women’s basketball as
everyone would, and other sports it
would be institutionally decided or
team decided,” Nero said.
The stipends for those teams – which
would total around $60,000 – wouldn’t
make a significant dent in GW’s internal
scholarship fund.
Nero was not in favor of was the
proposal to allow universities to allow
multiyear athletics scholarships. Currently, athletics scholarships are awarded on a one-year, renewable basis. Concerns over misuse of the scholarship
process, and improper withholding of
aid based on athletic performance, led
to the multi-year proposal.
It’s a proposal that doesn’t make
sense for GW to support given its history and process with renewing and taking away aid awards, Nero said. Should
the University choose to revoke an athlete’s scholarship, that student-athlete
has the opportunity to appeal the decision before a committee comprised of
non-athletics department University
figures. That safeguard, Nero said, is
why he feels multiyear scholarships are
unnecessary.
“We have always had the general
policy that if the kid does everything
they’re supposed to, both in the classroom and on the field, they would get
renewed,” Bierwirth said. “They may
not be your top scorer, but you can’t
take their aid. That doesn’t happen at a
lot of schools.” u
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www.gwmarketplace.com

Phone: (202) 994-7079
Fax: (202) 994-1309
Email: classifieds@gwhatchet.com
Web: www.gwmarketplace.com
Online classified ads are
available FREE to all GW
students and faculty.
• Non-GW clients pay a small fee
for online posting.
• Print ads begin at $10 for the
first 25 words, and $.30 per word
beyond that.
• All classifieds should be placed
online. If you cannot access the
internet, ads may be placed via
email, fax or in person at our
office. An extra fee may apply.
The Hatchet accepts Visa,
Mastercard, American Express and
Discover, as well as cash and check
through our office.
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